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ÖAviation contributes 
2% of global carbon 
emissions

Ö673 million tonnes
CO2 in 2007



We are a growing industry 
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We are a growing industry: 
5-6% a year

…limited the growth
in our carbon footprint

to half of that



Even by 2050



Even by 2050 our contribution 
could be limited to 3%



Aviation is 
and will remain



Aviation is 
and will remain
a small part
of the big 
problem



The challenge:

Enormous 
economic 
benefits

Eliminate the 
environmental 

impacts
&



We share a commitment



We share a commitment
to reduce carbon emissions

ÖCrosses geographies

ÖUnites competitors

ÖIt’s delivering 
results



IATA’s 4 pillar strategy



IATA’s 4 pillar strategy 
addresses climate change



IATA’s 4 pillar strategy 
addresses climate change

Investing in 
technology

01



IATA’s 4 pillar strategy 
addresses climate change

Flying planes 
effectively

02



IATA’s 4 pillar strategy 
addresses climate change

Building efficient 
infrastructure

03



IATA’s 4 pillar strategy 
addresses climate change

Using positive 
economic measures

04



All 179 states attending the 2007 
ICAO Asssembly endorsed it



…it was the 
basis for a 
Declaration



…it was the 
basis for a 
Declaration



Our strategy is now 



Our strategy is now 
a common commtiment



Our strategy is now 
a common commtiment

with aggressive 
targets

Ö2050 we will achieve 
a 25% improvement 
in fuel efficiency



IATA



IATA is even more ambitious



We are mapping the way 



We are mapping the way 
to carbon-neutral growth



We are mapping the way 
to carbon-neutral growth
…with a vision for a 
carbon-emission-free future



No other industry’s 
approach



No other industry’s 
approach is as united, 
responsible or ambtious



Airlines are in crisis



Airlines are in crisis

ÖOil is above 
US$140

ÖJet fuel is over 

US$180



In 5 years fuel went from



In 5 years fuel went from
14% of operating costs



In 5 years fuel went from
14% of operating costs

to over 34%



If oil averages 
US$135



If oil averages 
US$135

for the rest of 
the year



If oil averages 
US$135

for the rest of 
the year

The industry bill will be 
US$190 billion



…and next year 
it could be…

US$250 billion



Saving fuel not only 
reduces CO2 emission



Saving fuel not only 
reduces CO2 emission

it is a matter 
of survival



IATA’s environmental 
leadership is 

delivering 
results



Best practices in fuel 
management

ÖIn 2007 this saved 
6.7 million tonnes
of CO2

Öand US$1.3 billion 
in cost



Optimising 395 routes 
and procedures 
in 81 airports

ÖSaving 3.8 million 
tonnes of CO2
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in cost
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Optimising 395 routes 
and procedures 
in 81 airports

ÖSaving 3.8 million 
tonnes of CO2

Öand US$831 million 
in cost

ÖWe could save up to 73 
million tonnes of CO2 
with better air traffic 
management



While painting 
themselves green 
to win votes…



…governments 
are slow to 
deliver results









We have a 
mess of 35 air 

navigation 
service 

providers



2007:

Ö21 million minutes of 
delays in Europe

ÖEach of those minutes 
cost the environment 
159kg of carbon



The total cost 
of fragmentation 
in Europe

Ö16 million tonnes
of CO2 a year

This 
must 
change



Vice President 
Tajani achieved 
Commission 
approval

ÖFor the Single European 
Sky Second package



Europe’s 
governments 



Europe’s 
governments 

must look beyond 
national self-interest



Europe’s 
governments 

must look beyond 
national self-interest

to do what is best



Europe’s 
governments 

must look beyond 
national self-interest

to do what is best
for Europe and

the environment





…turn Europe’s 
biggest environmental 
embarrassment



…into a success story





Crumbling US air traffic 
management system

ÖNeeds to be replaced with 
NextGen technology

ÖTo save 17 million 
tonnes of CO2



Inefficient procedures
in China’s Pearl 

River Delta 

ÖAdd 20 minutes

ÖCould save up to 340,000 
tonnes of CO2



Flying aircraft safely
and closer together

ÖAvoids congestion

Öand costly delays



Implementing
RVSM in China

ÖSaved 1.1 million 
tonnes CO2

Öand US$250 million



…Africa and Russia

ÖSaving 800,000 million 
tonnes CO2

Öand US$350 million



ÖEvery Continuous Descent Approach (CDA) 
saves 150-600kg of CO2

ÖEvery Clean Airspeed Departure (CAD) saves 
600-5000kg of CO2



Progress is slow



Climate change 



Climate change 
and high fuel prices



Climate change 
and high fuel prices

demand faster
action



The only time we 
see governments 
acting fast



…is when they 
are lining their own 
pockets with taxes



Governments 
think green



Governments 
think green
and see 
cash



Europe led the way



It’s fixated on one small 
part of the solution



…they picked 
the wrong agenda



Let’s see more 
investment in 
research



Let’s see more 
investment in 
research

ÖAlternative energy

ÖRadical aircraft design

ÖTax credits



All I see is a rush



All I see is a rush
to implement economic penalties



All I see is a rush
to implement economic penalties



UK’s Air Passenger Duty



…by 2010, it will be



…by 2010, it will be a £3.5 billion
pot of honey for the UK Treasury



Who’s benefiting? 



…just the Treasury…



Without planting 
a single tree



Uk’s politicians are 
completely lost in 

the woods…



The UK proposal 



The UK proposal 
will distort markets





On top of ADP



On top of ADP 
we have Europe’s ETS



On top of ADP 
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more taxes in the Netherlands..



On top of ADP 
we have Europe’s ETS and 
more taxes in the Netherlands..

BASTA



It’s time for some 
political honesty

BASTA



It’s time for some 
political honesty
about where the 
billions are going

BASTA



It’s time for some 
political honesty
about what they
are achieving

BASTA





This will cost the airlines 
€3.5 billion



By 2020 the cost could reach
€13 billion



IATA supports emissions trading



IATA supports emissions trading

ÖBut it must be fair, global and effective



It’s not an effective 
financial incentive

ÖDeveloped when oil 
was US$55 per barrel

Ö It was meant to be 
an economic stick



Europe’s politicians 
have not seen



Europe’s politicians 
have not seen

the giant club of 
US$140 oil

ÖBeaten the life out of 
25 airlines this year

ÖWe expect more 
to follow



To survive airlines are 
doing everything 

possible to reduce 
fuel burn

ÖETS will add cost

Öbut not improve 
results



There is no guarantee

Öbut not improve 
results

ÖETS will add cost



There is no guarantee
that any of the 

€3.5 billion 

Öbut not improve 
results

ÖETS will add cost



There is no guarantee 
that any of the 

€3.5 billion 
will be spent on 
the environment



The timing is wrong



The timing is wrong
…the future is 

completely uncertain



The timing is wrong
…the future is 

completely uncertain
even 5 years out



Why make fuel more 
expensive?

ÖHighest level ever

Ö87% increase in 
the last year





Europe has failed 
to understand



Europe has failed 
to understand 
that it cannot decide 
global policy alone



…their unilateral 
approach to 
hushkits…



…ICAO global standards won



Over 130 states have 
stated their opposition 

Ö It contravenes 
Article 1 of Chicago 
Convention

ÖThis will be 
challenged at ICAO

Öand the International 
Court of Justice



…caught in a trade war…



…caught in a trade war…

…creating an 
international legal mess



…caught in a trade war…

…creating an 
international legal mess

BASTA



Going global
is the only way to success



Kyoto understood this



Kyoto understood this
- in Article 2 of 

the Protocol

ÖICAO to lead 
aviation’s progress 
on the environment



G8 re-confirmed ICAO’s
responsibility to deliver 
a global solution



…the European Parliament 
moved in the opposite direction



…the European Parliament 
moved in the opposite direction
with a vote for a 
regional ETS



Good sense 
has been 
hijacked



…by 
uncoordinated 

green 
policies

Good sense 
has been 
hijacked



ICAO 
strengthened 
its approach



Europe can take the merit 
for raising awareness 

on environment



Europe’s responsibility is to 
ensure that ICAO is successful



Our common objective
with governments 

should be

ÖTo reduce emissions

Önot charge for them



Governments 
must play their 
role responsibly

ÖTaking the reality of $140 oil into account

ÖStopping their green grand-standing

ÖJoining the industry’s global and 
comprehensive approach



Positive 
economic 
measures



Positive 
economic 
measures

are part of 
the strategy



…punitive 
taxes disguised 
as environmental 
measures are not

Positive 
economic 
measures

are part of 
the strategy



Technology, 
operations and 

infrastructure



Technology, 
operations and 

infrastructure
will be the real 

drivers of 
innovation



…no matter 
what the incentive



Governments
need to act.



Governments
need to act.
Fix air traffic 
management.



Governments
need to act.

Invest in 
research.



Governments
need to act.

Work towards an 
effective global 

solution on 
emissions 

trading.



It is our responsibility 
to work together



So airlines can continue



So airlines can continue
to deliver massive 
economic benefits



While limiting



While limiting
- and eventually reducing -



While limiting
- and eventually reducing -

their carbon footprint




